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Diamond films were successfully synthesized in both parallel-plate radio frequency~rf: 13.56 MHz!
CH4 and CH3OH plasmas with injection of H and OH radicals generated in the remote microwave
~2.45 GHz! H2/H2O plasma. Effects of H, OH, and CH3 radicals on the diamond film formation in
the rf plasma reactor were investigated by the formation of diamond films employing radical
injection technique and the measurement of density in the plasma. Under the condition of diamond
film formation, CH3 density was measured by infrared diode laser absorption spectroscopy
~IRLAS!. The kinetics of CH3 in rf CH4 and CH3OH plasmas with injection of H and OH radicals
were evaluated from the results of optical emission spectroscopy and lifetime of CH3 radicals
estimated by IRLAS. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~97!06419-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Diamond has many excellent properties such as nega
electron affinity, mechanical hardness, high thermal cond
tivity, and wide band gap. These properties have b
expected to be applied to field emitters, mechanical cut
tools, heatsinks of semiconductor, and semiconductors
high temperature operation. Therefore, various techniq
of diamond film formation, represented by a hot fil
ment chemical vapor deposition~HFCVD! and a plasma
enhanced chemical vapor deposition~P-CVD!, have been
developed.1–5

In order to realize the synthesis of diamond films w
high quality, the clarification of mechanism of diamond fil
formation is necessary. Up to now, the mechanism of d
mond film formation has been studied by theoretical cal
lations and experimental methods. Through these stud
some models of diamond film growth have been propos
Harris reported the epitaxial growth on~100! diamond crys-
tal through the surface reaction due to CH3 and H radicals.6

Moreover, existence of CH3 radicals on the surface of dia
mond film deposited by P-CVD was confirmed using a sc
ning tunneling microscope.7 However, some researche
have reported the growth of diamond through species c
taining carbon other than CH3 radicals. Zhanget al.8 re-
ported that C atoms had a potential for the diamond form
tion by the theoretical calculation in the gas phase. Gr
et al.9 reported the deposition of diamond film from C2 in the
microwave plasma employing C60 and mixture gases of A
and H2. However, the mechanism of diamond film grow
has not been clarified entirely.

In order to clarify the mechanism of the diamond fil
growth, it is indispensable to get the information on the b
havior of radicals in the plasma with relation to the char
teristics of diamond films. In our previous studies, we ha
proposed a radical injection technique~RIT! to control radi-
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cals in the plasma with keeping the plasma parameter c
stant. RIT has also enabled us to investigate the effec
radicals of interest on the process. Using this RIT, diamo
has been successfully synthesized in the parallel-plat
plasma reactor for the first time.10–12 Moreover, H and OH
radicals have been found clearly to play a critical role
etching of nondiamond phases during the diamo
formation.10,12 However, there was no information on CH3

radicals in the plasma with injection of H and OH radicals
our previous studies. Since the CH3 radicals has been re
garded as important precursor for the deposition of the d
mond films, investigations of the kinetics of CH3 radicals
together with H and OH radicals in the gas phase are ne
sary for better understanding of the mechanism of diam
film formation.

In this article, effects of H, OH, and CH3 radicals on the
diamond film formation in the parallel-plate rf~13.56 MHz!
plasma reactor employing RIT were investigated by the m
surement of radical density in the plasma. Films were dep
ited in the parallel-plate rf CH4 and CH3OH plasmas assiste
by injection of H and OH radicals generated in the rem
microwave ~2.45 GHz! H2/H2O plasma. The behaviors o
CH3 radicals in these plasmas were investigated by us
infrared diode laser absorption spectroscopy~IRLAS! mea-
surement. The kinetics of CH3 radicals in the plasma ar
evaluated from the results of optical emission spectrosc
~OES! and lifetime of the CH3 radicals estimated by IRLAS

II. EXPERIMENT

A main reaction chamber used for the diamond film fo
mation was equipped with circular parallel-plate electrod
of 8.5 cm in diameter with a separation of 4 cm. The rem
microwave plasma system for the generation of radicals to
injected into the rf plasma region was attached to the s
wall of the main reaction chamber as described in Refs.
and 11. CH3OH or CH4 gas was introduced into the r
plasma region. H2 and H2O gases were fed through th
quartz tube equipped with the discharge cavity, and w
excited by a microwave plasma. The inner diameter of qua
tube was 1.0 cm and the distance from the center of mic

h

405555/7/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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wave plasma region to the edge of quartz tube was 6.3 cm
substrate was set on the electrically isolated stainless b
on the grounded electrode and was biased positively du
the deposition. The substrate was a~100! Si, which was pol-
ished for 1 h with 30–40mm diamond powders in the solu
tion with an ultrasonic vibrator. The polished Si substra
were rinsed with acetone for 10 min.

The thickness of deposited films was measured usin
tally step. A deposition rate of films was obtained by divi
ing the thickness of deposited films by deposition peri
Deposited films were characterized by a scanning elec
microscope~SEM!, an x-ray diffraction~XRD!, and a Raman
spectroscopy.

Figure 1 shows an rf P-CVD chamber used for the m
surement of CH3 radical density. It was the same as the s
tem reported in Ref. 13 except for a remote radical sou
~Superior microwave radical source, Irie Koken Co., Ltd!.
The size of the chamber was 40 cm in inner diameter and
cm in height. The rf plasma chamber was equipped wit
pair of circular parallel-plate electrodes of 20 cm in diame
the chamber with a separation of 4.5 cm. The microwa
plasma system for the generation of radicals to be injec
was attached to the side wall of the rf plasma chamber.
radicals source employed in the present study has been
scribed in detail in Ref. 14. The diameter of an orifice
front of the microwave plasma cavity was about 0.5 c
which was made from hexagonal boron nitride. The dista
between the orifice and center of the electrode was abou
cm.

CH3OH or CH4 gas was introduced into the rf plasm
region. Moreover, a small amount of Ar gas was added to
rf plasma to obtain the information on the electron dens
and electron temperature in the plasma. The partial pres
of Ar gas was 0.13 Pa. H2 and H2O gases were introduce
into the microwave plasma region and then dissociated
cies were injected into the rf plasma region. An rf power w
modulated by the square wave signal with an on-period o
ms and an off-period of 38 ms and was applied to the up
electrode. The microwave power was continuously app
to the discharge cavity.

In rf CH4 and CH3OH plasmas with H radical injection
CH3 radical density was measured as a function of mic

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of experimental system.
4056 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 8, 15 October 1997
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wave power. In these measurements, the density of H r
cals injected into the rf plasma was controlled by varying
microwave power. Experiments were carried out at a CH3OH
or CH4 partial pressure of 2.67 Pa, an H2 partial pressure of
10.7 Pa, and an rf power density of 0.83 W cm22. The life-
time of the CH3 radicals in the plasma was also measur
from the decay curve of CH3 radical density after the termi
nation of rf plasma.

In CH3OH and CH4 plasmas with H and OH radica
injection, CH3 radical density was measured as a function
mixture ratio of H2 and H2O gases at a total pressure of 13
Pa, a CH3OH or CH4 partial pressure of 2.67 Pa, an rf pow
density of 0.83 W cm22, and a microwave power of 300 W

In the measurement of CH1 radical density, the IR lase
beam was passed 40 times through the rf plasma regio
the position of 2 cm above the lower electrode. The abso
tion length is assumed to be 800 cm~20 cm of electrode
diameter340 times of number of crossing the plasma!. The
temperature is estimated to be 400 K from the linewidth
absorption profile due to CH3 radicals.

In the OES measurement, emission intensities of A*
@750.4 nm 4s8(1/2)0– 4p8(1/2) transition#, OH ~308.9 nm
A2E1 –X2P transition!, and O ~777.4 nm 3p 5P– 3s 3S0

transition! were used. The light emitted from the rf plasm
region was focused on the monochromator using lens
detected with photomultiplier tube.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Effects of H radical injection on diamond
formation

In the case of film formation using rf CH3OH and CH4

plasmas assisted by the H radical injection, films were
posited at pressures of CH3OH/H250.66/13.3 Pa and
CH4/H250.66/13.3 Pa, a substrate temperature of 600 °C
substrate bias of15 V, an rf power of 100 W, and a micro
wave power of 100 W. Figures 2~a! and ~b! show the SEM

FIG. 2. SEM images of surface of deposited films~a! in rf CH3OH plasma
assisted by H radical injection, which is cited from Ref. 12 and~b! in rf CH4

plasma assisted by H radical injection.
Ikeda et al.
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images of the surface of films deposited using rf CH3OH and
rf CH4 plasmas, respectively. Figure 2~a! is cited from our
previous results in Ref. 10. In the case of rf CH3OH plasma
with injection of H radicals, diamond nuclei with grain siz
of 200–300 nm and ball-like deposits 50–100 nm in s
were observed from Fig. 2~a!. In the case of rf CH4 plasma
with H radical injection, on the other hand, only ball-lik
nondiamond phases with 10–30 nm in size were obser
and the diamond nuclei were not formed as shown in F
2~b!. Therefore, it is worth noting that the diamond form
tion is considerably influenced by feed gases used in
system.

B. Kinetics of CH 3 radicals in rf plasma with H radical
injection

In order to investigate the influence of feed gases on
diamond film formation in this study, CH3 radical density
was measured in rf CH3OH and CH4 plasmas with H radica
injection using IRLAS. Figure 3 shows the density and lif
time of CH3 radicals in the rf CH3OH plasma with H radical
injection as a function of microwave power. The density
H radicals injected into the rf plasma was controlled by
variation of microwave power. CH3 radical density de-
creased at the microwave power of 150 W, and then
creased with further increasing the microwave power. At
microwave power of 300 W, CH3 radical density was esti
mated to be 431011 cm23 in the rf CH3OH plasma with the
H radical injection. In the same manner, the lifetime of C3
radicals decreased at the microwave power of 150 W
then increased with further increasing the microwave pow

Figure 4 shows Ar* emission intensity as a function o
microwave power. Ar* emission intensity increased up to th
microwave power of 150 W and then was almost const
with further increasing the microwave power.

Figure 5 shows the density and lifetime of CH3 radicals
in the rf CH4 plasma with H radical injection as a function o
microwave power. It was found that both CH3 radical density

FIG. 3. The density and lifetime of CH3 radical in the rf CH3OH plasma
with H radical injection as a function of microwave power.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 8, 15 October 1997
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and the lifetime of CH3 radicals decreased with increasin
the microwave power. At the microwave power of 300 W
CH3 radical density was estimated to be 331011 cm23 in the
rf CH4 plasma with H radical injection.

Figure 6 shows Ar* emission intensity as a function o
microwave power. The emission intensity of Ar* was almost
constant with the variation of microwave powers up to 2
W, and then increased with further increasing the microwa
power.

The effects of H radical injection on CH3 radicals in rf
CH3OH and CH4 plasmas are discussed by reactions of
radicals with CH3 radicals and parent gases. The product
and loss reactions of CH3 radicals due to H radicals in r
CH3OH and CH4 plasmas are listed in Table I.

Using these reaction rate constants and measured3
radical density as shown in Fig. 3, the production rate of C3

radicals due to the reaction of Eq.~1! was estimated to be

FIG. 4. The optical emission intensities of Ar* in the rf CH3OH plasma with
H radical injection as a function of microwave power.

FIG. 5. The density and lifetime of CH3 radical in the rf CH4 plasma with H
radical injection as a function of microwave power.
4057Ikeda et al.
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52 s21 in the rf CH3OH plasma under the present conditio
of @CH3OH#5631014 cm23. On the other hand, the loss ra
due to the reactions of Eqs.~3! and ~4! was estimated to be
16 s21 under the present condition of@CH3#5431011 cm23.
The production rate of CH3 radicals due to H radicals wa
larger than the loss rate due to the H radicals reaction, wh
caused the increase of the lifetime of CH3 radicals in the case
of H radical injection. Ar* emission intensity represents th
product of the electron density and electron temperatur
the plasma. In the rf CH3OH plasma with H radical injection
the product of the electron density and electron tempera
was almost constant at microwave powers above 150
This result suggests that the generation of CH3 radicals from
CH3OH molecules by the electron impact dissociation w
almost constant. Therefore, the increase of CH3 radical den-
sity was caused by the production of CH3 radicals due to the
reaction of H radicals with parent CH3OH molecules.

In the rf CH4 plasma with H radical injection, the pro
duction rate of CH3 radicals due to the reaction of Eq.~2! in
Table I was estimated to be 231023 s21 under the presen
condition of @CH4#5631014 cm23. On the other hand, the
loss rate due to the reaction between CH3 and H radicals was
estimated about 10 s21 with @CH3#5331011 cm23. The loss
rate due to the reaction between CH3 and H radicals was
much larger than the production rate due to the reaction o
radicals with parent CH4 molecules because the reaction ra
constant between H and CH3 radicals was much larger tha
that between H and parent CH4 molecules. With increasing
the density of H radicals injected into rf plasma region, t

FIG. 6. The optical emission intensities of Ar* in the rf CH4 plasma with H
radical injection as a function of microwave power.
4058 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 8, 15 October 1997
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lifetime of CH3 radicals decreased due to the loss react
between CH3 and H radicals Ar* emission intensity repre
senting the generation of CH3 radicals due to the electro
impact dissociation did not decrease with increasing mic
wave power. Observed decay curves of CH3 radical density
were well fitted to the single exponential. Moreover, the lif
time of CH3 radicals was two orders of magnitude shor
than the residence time of feed gases. These results ind
that the loss process of CH3 radicals was through the reactio
loss. Therefore, the density and lifetime of CH3 radicals de-
creased due to the increase in the the loss reaction betw
CH3 and H radicals in the rf CH4 plasma.

When H radicals were injected into rf CH3OH and CH4

plasmas at the same amount, CH3 radical densities in both
plasmas were almost the same, and were of the orde
1011 cm23 at the rf power density of 0.83 W cm22. How-
ever, the diamond was successfully formed only using th
CH3OH plasma assisted by H radical injection. The diamo
formation cannot be explained by the difference of CH3 radi-
cal density between rf CH3OH and CH4 plasmas with H
radicals injection.

C. Effects of OH radical injection on diamond film
formation

Figures 7~a! and 7~b! show SEM images of the surfac
morphology of films deposited in rf CH3OH and CH4 plas-
mas with injection of OH radicals together with H radica
respectively. These experiments were carried out at a t

FIG. 7. SEM images of surface of deposited diamond films~a! in the rf
CH3OH plasma assisted by H and OH radical injection and~b! in the rf CH4

plasma assisted by H and OH radical injection.
TABLE I. Generation and loss reactions of CH3 radical due to the injection of H radicals in rf CH3OH plasma
and CH4 plasma.

Chemical reaction Reaction rate constant Reference

CH3OH1H→CH31H2 k158.6310214 cm3 s21 ~1! 15
CH41H→CH31H2 k253.2310218 cm3 s21 ~2! 16
CH31H→CH21H2 k353.3310211 cm3 s21 ~3! 17
CH31H→CH4 k457.0310212 cm3 s21 ~4! 18
Ikeda et al.
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pressure of 13.3 Pa, H2/H2O pressures of 5.34/6.67 Pa,
substrate temperature of 600 °C, a substrate bias of15 V, an
rf power of 100 W, and a microwave power of 100 W. In o
previous paper, a diamond peak at 1333 cm21 was observed
in deposited films using this system from the Ram
spectroscopy.11 In both rf CH3OH and CH4 plasmas, dia-
mond films were successfully deposited by the injection
OH radicals in addition to H radicals. The deposition rates
these films were almost the same and the value was 33 n
The quality of diamond in these films was almost the sa
by the measurement of XRD. It was found that OH radi
injection is effective on the diamond film formation using t
parallel-plate rf plasma.

D. Kinetics of CH 3 radicals in rf plasma with OH
radical injection

Figure 8 shows the density and lifetime of CH3 radicals
in the rf CH3OH plasma as a function of H2O partial pres-
sure. The CH3 radical density decreased rapidly at H2O par-
tial pressures up to 0.67 Pa and then the absorption si
attributed to CH3 radicals could not be detected with furth
increasing H2O pressure. The density of CH3 radicals at H2O
partial pressures above 0.67 Pa was estimated to be less

FIG. 8. The density and lifetime of CH3 radical in rf CH3OH plasma with H
and OH radicals injection as a function of H2O pressure.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 8, 15 October 1997
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4.031010 cm23 from the detection limit of 0.1% absorption
The lifetime of CH3 radicals also decreased with increasi
H2O pressure.

Figure 9 shows emission intensities of Ar* , OH, and O
in the rf CH3OH plasma as a function of H2O partial pres-
sure. Emission intensities of OH and O were normalized
Ar* emission intensity and then all emission intensities w
normalized to unity at the H2O pressure of 10.7 Pa. Th
emission intensities of Ar* , OH, and O increased with in
creasing H2O partial pressure. Especially, the emission inte
sities of OH and O increased considerably.

Here, effects of injected OH and O radicals on CH3 radi-
cals in the rf CH3OH plasma are discussed on the basis of
reactions of CH3 radicals with OH and O radicals. The pro
duction and loss reactions of CH3 radicals with OH and O
radicals in rf CH3OH and CH4 plasmas are listed in Table II

There has been no data for the production of CH3 radi-
cals due to reactions of OH and O radicals with par
CH3OH molecules. These production rate of CH3 radicals
would be negligibly small. The loss reactions of CH3 radicals
with OH and O radicals are given by Eqs.~9! and~10!. The
reaction rate constants for the reactions of CH3 with OH and
O radicals were of the order of 10211 and 10210 cm23 s21,
respectively, which are rapid reaction rates. Using these
action rate constants listed in Table II, loss rates of C3

radicals due to the reaction with OH and O were estimate

FIG. 9. The optical emission intensities of Ar* , OH, and O in rf CH3OH
plasma with H and OH radicals injection as a function of H2O pressure.
TABLE II. Generation and loss reactions of CH3 radical due to OH and O radicals in rf CH3OH plasma and
CH4 plasma.

Chemical reaction Reaction rate constant Reference

CH3OH1OH→CH31products no data ~5!
CH3OH1O→CH31products no data ~6!
CH41OH→CH31H2O k753.3310215 cm3 s21 ~7! 16
CH41O→CH31OH k856.6310218 cm3 s21 ~8! 16
CH31OH→CH3OH k953.5310211 cm3 s21 ~9! 19
CH31O→CH2O1H k101.3310210 cm3 s21 ~10! 20
4059Ikeda et al.
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be 10 and 30 s21, respectively, under the present conditi
of @CH3#5331011 cm23. With the injection of OH and O
radicals into the rf CH3OH plasma, only loss reactions o
CH3 radicals are considered to occur.

The behavior of CH3 radicals shown in Fig. 8 is ex
plained by the results of emission intensities in Fig. 9 a
chemical reactions described in Table II. From the emiss
intensities, OH and O radicals contributing to the loss of C3

radicals increase with increasing H2O partial pressure. Al-
though Ar* emission intensity representing the generation
CH3 radicals due to the dissociation of feed gas by the e
tron impact increased with increasing H2O partial pressure
the variation of Ar* emission intensity was relatively sma
compared with those of OH and O emission intensities. O
served decay curves of CH3 radical density were well fitted
to the single exponential. Moreover, the observed lifetime
CH3 radicals was two orders of magnitude shorter than
residence time of feed gases. These results indicate tha
loss process of CH3 radicals was due to the reaction los
Therefore, the density and lifetime of CH3 radicals were de-
creased by the increase in the loss reaction of CH3 radicals
with OH and O radicals.

Figure 10 shows the density and lifetime of CH3 radicals
in the rf CH4 plasma as a function of H2O pressure. In the
same manner as rf CH3OH plasma, the density and lifetim
of CH3 radicals decreased with increasing H2O partial pres-
sure and CH3 radicals could not be detected at H2O pressures
above 5.34 Pa.

Figure 11 shows emission intensities of Ar* , OH, and O
in the rf CH4 plasma as a function of H2O partial pressure
Emission intensities of OH and O were normalized by
Ar* emission intensity and all emission intensities were n
malized to unity at the H2O pressure of 10.7 Pa. The emi
sion intensity of Ar* was almost constant with the variatio
of H2O partial pressure. On the other hand, emission int

FIG. 10. The density and lifetime of CH3 radical in rf CH4 plasma with H
and OH radicals injection as a function of H2O pressure.
4060 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 8, 15 October 1997
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sities of OH and O radicals increased considerably with
creasing H2O partial pressure.

In the case of rf CH4 plasma, the production reactions o
CH3 radicals through the reactions between injected OH
O radicals and the parent CH4 molecules are shown in Tabl
II. In Table II, the loss reaction of CH3 radicals with OH and
O radicals are also described in Eqs.~9! and ~10!.

Using reaction rate constants in Table II, the product
and loss rates of CH3 radicals due to the reaction with OH
radicals were estimated to be 4 and 10 s21, respectively,
under the present condition of@CH4#5631014 cm23 and
@CH3#5331011 cm23. Moreover, the production and los
rates of CH3 radicals due to the reaction with O radicals we
estimated to be 431022 and 30 s21, respectively. In the re-
actions of OH radicals with CH3 radicals and parent CH4
molecules, the loss rate of CH3 radicals was larger than th
production rate. Moreover, in the case of the reactions o
radicals with CH3 radicals and parent CH4 molecules, the
loss rate of CH3 radicals was three orders of magnitud
larger than the production rate.

The behavior of CH3 radical density shown in Fig. 10 is
explained by using emission intensities shown in Fig. 11 a
chemical reactions described above. OH and O radicals c
tributing to the loss of CH3 radicals increase with increasin
the H2O partial pressure. On the other hand, Ar* emission
intensity was almost constant with varying H2O partial pres-
sure. The decrease in the density and lifetime of CH3 radicals
with increasing H2O pressure was caused by the increase
the loss rate due to the reactions with O and OH radical

In the parallel-plate rf CH4 plasma without radical injec-
tion, the CH3 radical density was measured, which was of t
order of 1012 cm23.21 In that system, since CH3 radical den-
sity was high, it was concluded that the CH3 radicals are the
dominant precursor for the amorphous carbon thin film.
the other hand, in the present rf CH3OH or CH4 plasma with
OH radical injection, CH3 radical density decreased with in
creasing OH radicals injected into the rf plasma. These

FIG. 11. The optical emission intensities of Ar* , OH, and O in rf CH4

plasma with H and OH radicals injection as a function of H2O pressure.
Ikeda et al.
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sults indicate the increase in the loss reaction of CH3 radicals
with OH and O radicals.

The flux of CH3 radicals was estimated to be less th
7.531014 cm22 s21 under the present conditions that CH3

radical density was less than 4.031010 cm23. When we as-
sume that the CH3 radicals are the major species as a carb
source for the diamond growth, the deposition rate of
diamond film was estimated to be less than 1
310210 cm s21 using the sticking probability of CH3 radical
of 0.02.22,23 On the other hand, the deposition rate of d
mond films obtained in Fig. 7 was 9.2310210 cm s21. Com-
paring theses values, the contribution of CH3 radicals was
estimated to be 10% or less. In the present system, o
species such as C or C2 with a high sticking probability may
contribute to the diamond film formation. Further detail
study such as measurements of other species and estim
of their contributions to the diamond film formation are ne
essary to clarify the mechanism of diamond film formati
completely.

It is necessary for the formation of diamond film to et
nondiamond phases such as amorphous carbon and gra
H and OH radicals injected into the rf plasma made the e
ing of the nondiamond phases during the diamond film f
mation as reported in our previous paper.10,12 OH radicals
especially, played an important role in the selective etch
of nondiamond phases. Moreover, etching of diamond fi
by the OH radical was negligible because the etch rate
diamond film by the OH radical was much smaller than
deposition rate of diamond film.12 In this study, the etching
of nondiamond phases by H and OH radicals was consi
ably effective for the diamond film formation in the paralle
plate rf plasma.

The deposition rate of diamond films in the present s
tem was small compared with the conventional microwa
plasma CVD. This might be due to the small CH3 radical
density in the plasma because of large loss reaction rat
CH3 radical with OH and O radicals injected into the
plasma. Therefore, the cyclic process of deposition thro
CH3 radicals and etching of nondiamond phases throug
and OH radicals will be considered to be necessary to fo
diamond with a high rate, and this process is under prep
tion to be investigated.

IV. CONCLUSION

With H radical injection, diamond nuclei were formed
the rf CH3OH plasma, while diamond nuclei were n
formed in the rf CH4 plasma. With injection of OH radicals
together with H radicals, diamond film was successfu
formed in both rf CH3OH and CH4 plasmas. OH radicals
were found to be important species for the diamond form
tion in the parallel-plate rf plasma in addition to H radica
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OH radicals especially, play role in the selective etching
nondiamond phases during the diamond film formation.

The kinetics of CH3 radicals in the rf CH3OH and CH4

plasmas with H and OH radical injection were clarified
IRLAS measurement. With injection of OH radicals togeth
with H radicals into rf CH3OH and CH4 plasmas, CH3 radi-
cal density decreased with the increasing amount of injec
OH radicals due to the increase in loss reaction of CH3 radi-
cal with OH and O radicals.
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